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Perception Action



What is perception?



Sensory input (world-state)

• Relevant information (entangled, latent)

• Irrelevant information (noise)

Action

• Respond to world-state

• Using internal representation

?



Sensory input (world-state)

• Relevant information (entangled, latent)

• Irrelevant information (noise)

Perception Action

Action

• Respond to world-state

• Using internal representation

Perception = abstraction of world-state

• Extraction of relevant information for acting

• Formation of (disentangled) internal representation



Perception Action

Camera Semantic scene segmentation Emergency breaking

Perception = abstraction of world-state
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Lane keeping?

Road sign recognition?

Headlight control?
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Perception = abstraction of world-state

Task-independent abstractions?

• Suboptimal

• Inefficient
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Perception Action

Emergency breaking

Lane keeping?

Road sign recognition?

Headlight control?

…

Perception = abstraction of world-state

Task-independent abstractions?

• Suboptimal

• Inefficient

Perception and action should be 

tightly coupled!

Representation wish list:

• Capture (only) relevant information

• Robust to irrelevant variation (noise)

• Disentanglement (low redundancy)

Camera



Perception acts as a “smart filter”, leading to robustness and efficient information processing

Held, Hein 1963Blakemore, Cooper 1970

“Perception is not the passive receipt of [sensory] signals […] Perception […] is the organization, identification, 

and interpretation of sensory information in order to represent and understand the environment.” (Schacter 2011, Psychology. Worth Publishers)

“[…] Evolutionary psychologists hold that the primary purpose [of perception] is to guide action. For example, 

depth perception seems to have evolved not to help us know the distances to other objects but rather to help us 

move around in space.” (Gaulin, McBurney 2003, Evolutionary Psychology. Prentice Hall)



Formalizing perception
Coupling sensory processing to action



Perception Action

Action stage: world-state is not directly accessible

Maximize expected utility under posterior beliefPerception should enable (Bayesian) inference
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Maximize expected utility under posterior belief

“    should represent     as faithfully as possible”
“ perception should extract most 

relevant information for acting”

Yes, but likelihood model is undefined
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ActionPerception

Perception should enable (Bayesian) inference

Action stage: world-state is not directly accessible

Maximize expected utility under posterior belief

“    should represent     as faithfully as possible”
“ perception should extract most 

relevant information for acting”

Yes, but likelihood model is undefined

An optimality principle for coupling perception and action

Perception ActionPerception Action



Bounded rational decision-making



Decision-making

Decision-making:

Given some input (world-state), pick best action

Utility function quantifies desirability of action



Decision-making

Decision-making:

Given some input (world-state), pick best action

Utility function quantifies desirability of action

Problem:

Searching through vast set with limited 

computational capacity



Modify the optimality principle

Take the process of computation into account

Satisficing: find solution that are “good enough”

Information-theoretic bounded rationality

Expected utility

Inverse temperature

Computational effort

+

-

Ortega et al. 2015: Information-Theoretic Bounded Rationality
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Modify the optimality principle

Take the process of computation into account

Satisficing: find solution that are “good enough”

Free energy optimization

Closed-form solution

Special case: Bayes’ rule

Information-theoretic bounded rationality



From free energies to rate-distortion: the optimal prior

Genewein et al. 2015: Bounded rationality, abstraction, and hierarchical decision-making: An information-theoretic optimality principle.



Free energy optimization



What is the optimal prior (on average)?

Free energy optimization

Optimal prior is marginal



What is the optimal prior (on average)?

Optimal prior is marginal

Free energy optimization



Lossy compression: transmit information via channel of limited capacity

• Keep most relevant information

• Discard irrelevant information (noise)

Lossy compression: rate-distortion theory

Self-consistent solution



Reduction in uncertainty over A, given (the knowledge of) W

Lossy compression: rate-distortion theory

Mutual information

indep. RV deterministic

relation

Lossy compression: transmit information via channel of limited capacity

• Keep most relevant information

• Discard irrelevant information (noise)
Rate-utility curve



Simple taxonomy with three layers of abstraction

Sensory state 𝑤 ∈ {𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑒 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑠}
Action 𝑎 ∈ {𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑒 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑠, 𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑠, 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑠}

Rewards/Utilities:

3€ if concrete item correct

2.2€ if category correct

1.6€ if supercategory correct



𝛽 10  bits
€

𝐼 3.7 bits

𝐄 𝑈 3 €



𝛽 1.11  bits
€

𝐼 0.9 bits

𝐄 𝑈 1.8 €



𝛽 0.67  bits
€

𝐼 0.18 bits

𝐄 𝑈 1.2 €



𝛽 0.1  bits
€

𝐼 0 bits

𝐄 𝑈 0.86 €





Two-stage system: two channels

Genewein et al. 2015: Bounded rationality, abstraction, and hierarchical decision-making: An information-theoretic optimality principle.



ActionPerception

Perception should enable (Bayesian) inference Action stage: maximize posterior expected utility

Perception Perception Action

“    should represent     as faithfully as possible”
“ perception should extract most 

relevant information for acting”

Action



ActionPerception

Information-theoretic bounded rationality: 

Trade off gains in expected utility against computational effort

Two channels with limited capacity: perception and action



Self-consistent

solution:

An optimality principle for coupling perception and action

Optimal perceptual likelihood

Priors are marginals

Bounded rational maximization 

of posterior utility



Self-consistent

solution:

An optimality principle for coupling perception and action

Optimal perceptual likelihood

Priors are marginals

Bounded rational maximization 

of posterior utility
Free energy of action stage acts as utility for the perceptual stage!



Predator-Prey example

Small Medium Large



Gaussian likelihood

Information-optimal likelihood

Predator-Prey example

Hand-crafted perceptual model

Perceptual model given by optimality principle



Predator-Prey example

• N bits of information about animal size

• passive receipt of sensory signals

• N bits of task-relevant information about animal size

• organization and interpretation of sensory information



Predator-Prey example

Representation 

• N bits of information about animal size

• interpretable in input space

• passive receipt of sensory signals

Representation

• N bits of task-relevant information about animal size

• interpretable in task space

• organization and interpretation of sensory information

Representations formed by optimality principle:

Efficient 

Same number of bits captures more relevant information

Robust 

Irrelevant information is discarded by design

(lossy compression)

Interpretable

Representations capture task-relevant information

Representation can be interpreted in task-space



Capacity:

Perception

Action

high

high

high

low

low

high



http://tim.inversetemperature.net/research/

Thanks!
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